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JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH 1685-1750
SONATA FROM CANTATA BWV31,
DER HIMMEL LACHT! DIE ERDE JUBILIERET!
Bach wrote surprisingly few works for Easter, the
most celebratory feast of the Lutheran church
calendar. While his Easter Oratorio, BWV249,
composed in Leipzig in 1725, is better known, a church
cantata composed ten years earlier when he was
concertmaster at the Weimar ducal court has proved
one of his most original and uplifting creations.
Der Himmel lacht! Die Erde jubilieret! – ‘Heaven laughs!
Earth exults! – catalogued BWV31, was first performed
on Easter Sunday, 1715, and several times later in a
slightly modified form in Leipzig.
The cantata is in nine movements, the second of
which is sung by a five-part chorus evoking, in the
words of Sir John Eliot Gardiner, the ‘celestial laughter
and worldly jubilation at Christ’s Resurrection’ as
related in the biblical text and enhanced by dancedriven rhythms.
The vibrant spirit of the Brandenburg Concertos, not
completed until 1721, is foreshadowed in the cantata’s
first movement, a richly orchestrated 6/8 Sonata.
As we are about to hear, Bach opens with a truly
joyful fanfare involving a clutch of trumpets enriched
by strings, woodwind and timpani.

BRANDENBURG CONCERTO NO.1 IN F,
BWV 1046
Allegro - Adagio - Allegro - Menuet; Trio 1;
Menuet; Polacca; Menuet; Trio 2; Menuet
When the Margrave of Brandenburg, Christian
Ludwig, asked Bach to send him some of his latest
creations, the composer took his time. Two years on,
in 1721, he eventually dispatched six concertos with
an ingratiating inscription, pandering to the prince’s
refined French tastes and humbly terming the works
‘concerts avec plusieurs instruments’.
The margrave may not have been all that impressed
with his ‘concertos with several instruments’, and not
simply because of their late arrival: he particularly
respected Bach for his organ works, and these
concertos, written at Cöthen where Bach was
blessed with extensive instrumental resources,
would probably have stretched those available at
Brandenburg.
In any case, Bach got no fee – not even a note of
thanks – in return. On the prince’s death in 1734 the
scores were flogged off in a job-lot of more than 70
such pieces by various composers.
Today we know the ‘Brandenburg Concertos’ as works
that revolutionised the concerto form that Italy’s
Antonio Vivaldi had done so much to establish, with
Bach enriching the musical texture and allowing his
instruments to combine in unprecedented ways that
showcased virtuoso talents.

The Concerto No.1 is exuberant and inspiring. It
also draws on much earlier material, including an
instrumental introduction to a 1713 birthday cantata. It
demands a fuller chamber orchestra than was usual,
makes adventurous use of winds and, among the
strings, calls for a violino piccolo, a small violin with a
higher tuning.
Exchanges between horns and oboes, underpinned
by bassoon, are delightful features of the first Allegro.
An Adagio follows in which a plaintive song for oboe
is taken up by the violino piccolo.
The solo violin is the star of the second Allegro and
the concerto ends with an extended minuet, which
briefly steps aside for two trio sections and a polacca,
a stately Polish dance, given the vivacious Italian
treatment.

VIOLIN CONCERTO IN A MINOR, BWV1041
Allegro moderato - Andante - Allegro assai
After his miserable years as a court musician at
Weimar, suffering under a stubborn and
unsympathetic employer, Johann Sebastian Bach’s
appointment as kapellmeister to Prince Leopold at
Cöthen in 1717 brought a change of fortune, both
materially and artistically.
The only two concertos for solo violin to have come
down to us in their original form – in A minor and E
major – are generally accepted as having been the
Bach’s happy and productive years at Leopold’s court.
The music-loving prince had built up a fine orchestra,
as its new choirmaster was soon to discover. At
its head was the talented violinist Joseph Spiess,
recruited from Berlin, and it is believed the two solo
concertos were written for him to perform.

ORCHESTRAL SUITE NO.3 IN D MAJOR,
BWV1068
Ouverture – Air – Gavotte I & II – Bourrée –
Gigue
The four delightful Orchestral Suites are believed to
date from about 1730, the year after Bach agreed
to supervise the Collegium Musicum music society
in Leipzig. He was at this time fast becoming
disillusioned with his onerous duties as director
of music at St Thomas’s School, burdened by an
increasing workload and getting into rows with the
authorities over the school’s lack of investment in
church music.
Happily, none of this discontent appeared to intrude
on the grace and charm of the Orchestral Suites. These
uplifting works are very much in the then-fashionable
French style and make great use of the various
dances that were popular at court, while also serving
as a showcase for some skilful individual musicians.
Suite No.3 in D, BWV1068. opens with a rousing and
inspirational Ouverture in the slow-fast-slow French
manner.
This is followed by the serene Air for strings – perhaps
more familiar in the transposed arrangement Air on
a G String by 19th-century German violinist August
Wilhelmj, which is nowhere near as subtle and sublime
in its instrumental interplay as in Bach’s original.
Two spirited Gavottes are followed by a Bourrée, and
the dancing concludes with a lively Gigue.
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They use the fast-slow-fast three-movement
concerto form that had been established by Antonio
Vivaldi. Bach was already familiar with the Venetian
master’s music, having earlier transcribed some of his
works for organ and harpsichord.
From the modest beginnings of the first four bars of
the Allegro moderato the soloist is able to build up
and develop a wealth of material.
The Andante comes as a contrast, with the steady and
solemn tread of the strings and continuo representing
a spaciousness that allows the solo violin to weave
some sublime phrases into the musical fabric.
Bach’s little masterpiece is rounded off by a vigorous
and rhythmic Allegro assai that invites some virtuoso
playing from the soloist.
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“Rachel Podger, the unsurpassed British glory of the
baroque violin,” (The Times) has established herself
as a leading interpreter of the Baroque and Classical.
She was the first woman to be awarded the prestigious
Royal Academy of Music/Kohn Foundation Bach
Prize in October 2015, Gramophone Artist of the Year
2018, and the Ambassador for REMA’s Early Music Day
2020. A creative programmer, Rachel is the founder
and Artistic Director of Brecon Baroque Festival and
her ensemble Brecon Baroque. Rachel is Patron for
The Continuo Foundation.
Following an exciting and innovative collaboration, A
Guardian Angel, with the ‘impeccable’ (Gramophone)
vocal ensemble VOCES8, Rachel was thrilled to
be one of the Artists in Residence at the renowned
Wigmore Hall in 2019/2020. Alongside this, Rachel
and Christopher Glynn recorded the world premiere
of three previously unfinished Mozart sonatas
which were completed by Royal Academy of Music
Professor Timothy Jones for release in March 2021.
Rachel featured in The VOCES8 Foundation’s LIVE
From London festival in a new advent version of A
Guardian Angel, “a sensitive accompanist when called
for and displayed nimble fingers in her virtuosic
solos” (Wall Street Journal). She performed solo Bach
for Gramophone Magazine’s Winners’ Digital Gala,
appeared in Bitesize Proms, BOZAR at Home, Living
Room Live, Baroque at the Edge, and a collaborative
disc by Musicians For Musicians Many Voices on a
Theme of Isolation. Rachel presented BBC Radio 3’s
Inside Music and directed a new arrangement by Chad
Kelly, The Goldberg Variations Reimagined. Upcoming
engagements include recording a selection of
Beethoven sonatas and performances of Mozart
and Beethoven with Christopher Glynn, a return
to Philharmonia Baroque and San Francisco Early
Music, a Four Seasons collaboration with Academy
of Ancient Music, and further performances of Bach
Cello Suites, The Goldberg Variations Reimagined, and
A Guardian Angel.

category for her recording of the La Cetra Vivaldi
concertos (2012), two BBC Music Magazine awards
in the instrumental category for Guardian Angel
(2014) and the concerto category for the complete
Vivaldi L’Estro Armonico concertos (2016). Rachel
and Brecon Baroque released the highly anticipated
album, Vivaldi Le Quattro Stagioni, on Channel
Classics in 2018. “It’s colourful, vivid and dramatic …
with a fluidity of phrasing and ease of spontaneity
and ornamentation” (Record Review). Bach Cello
Suites transposed for the violin was released in April
2019. According to BBC Music Magazine, the five-star
album is “a spellbinding set that is arguably Podger’s
finest recorded achievement to date…one would
naturally assume the suites were violin originals after
experiencing her life-enhancing playing.”
A dedicated educator, she holds the Micaela
Comberti Chair for Baroque Violin (founded in 2008)
at the Royal Academy of Music and the Jane Hodge
Foundation International Chair in Baroque Violin at the
Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama. Rachel has
a relationship with The Juilliard School in New York
where she visits regularly. Rachel Podger is managed
worldwide by Percius.

As a director and soloist, Rachel has enjoyed
countless collaborations including with Robert Levin,
Jordi Savall, Masaaki Suzuki, Kristian Bezuidenhout,
VOCES8, Robert Hollingworth & I Fagiolini, Christopher
Glynn, European Union Baroque Orchestra, English
Concert, Armonico Consort, Orchestra of the Age of
Enlightenment, Academy of Ancient Music, Holland
Baroque Society, Tafelmusik (Toronto), the Handel
and Haydn Society, San Francisco Early Music,
Philharmonia Baroque, and Oregon Bach Festival.
Rachel has won numerous awards including two
Baroque Instrumental Gramophone Awards for La
Stravaganza (2003) and Biber Rosary Sonatas (2016),
the Diapason d’Or de l’année in the Baroque Ensemble
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